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The views expressed by the entrepreneurs' collaborators are their own. Do you need a business idea? Don't forget those hard standbys. New communities always need dry cleaning shops, ice cream shops, cleaning (think carpet cleaners, cleaners) etc. Remember, the american consumer's new faith lives on: value and convenience. Cut off from your start-up business: The only
startup guide you'll ever need to get a stack of discounts on books you love delivered directly to your inbox. We'll have different books every week and share exclusive offers that you won't find anywhere else. Expand your business knowledge and reach your full entrepreneurial potential with the exclusive benefits of Entrepreneur Insider. For just $5 a month, get access to high-
quality content, webinars, ad-free experience and more! Plus, enjoy a free subscription to a 1-year subscription to Entrepreneur magazine. A shop for entrepreneurs scours the internet for the latest software, gadgets and web services. Explore our gifts, packages, pay whatever deals you want and more. For hundreds of years, humans have developed many types of human hives
that provide shelter and living space for bees, while making it easier to harvest honey. The most commonly used model today is the Langstout Hive, developed by Lorenzo Loren Langstout in the 1850s. Before Langstst's inventions, humans kept bees mainly in baskets, boxes or wood like hives. Some of them were removable upper grilles, from which bees hang their combs.
Others did not have a convenient way to access or remove honey. Top-bar hives are still used in some parts of the world, and Mayan beekeepers raising lifeless bees still use log-like hives. Langsttroth found that it is possible for humans to influence the way bees build their combs by adjusting the space between the construction surface. This area, known as bee space, allows
bees to move around, care for young, build new copper combs and produce honey. According to Langstroth's theories, the ideal space between the six-point layers is between 1/4 inches and 5/16 inches (6.4-7.9 millimeters). Advertising The Langstroth hive uses a multi-layered structure and removable frames to encourage bees to build their hives in an orderly way and to make it
easier for beekeepers to collect honey. Bottom-up layers are: The bottoms of the bottoms on which the rest of the hive is located made from a box called super, where the Queen lays her eggs and the workers raise the broodMaya exclusion, the eye that the Queen can't fit, which keeps the Queen from eggs in the cages of a honeyslow supers, which are about half the depth of the
hive body in which the bees store their honeyTop covers beekeepers usually use shallow supers full size super-size for honey storage, because honey is relatively heavy. A shallow super weighs about 35 kilograms when full, and a deeper super weighs closer to 80 pounds (36.3 kilograms). This makes it easier for the beekeeper to and replace the supersn. Bees will continue to
make and store honey as long as they have enough storage space, so removing the full combs and replacing them with empty ones is important for beekeeping. It is also important to make sure that bees have enough food for the winter - for this reason, many beekeepers carry out their last harvest of honey at the end of summer, so that bees collect nectar and turn it into honey in
the autumn. To collect honey, beekeepers can remove compresses from shallow compresses and twist them into a centrifuge or honey extractor. This removes the honey from the comb, while not leaving the structure intact. Since it is necessary to make about 9 kilograms of honey one kilogram (0.45 kilograms) of beeswax for the hive, the resuscitation of combs usually allows
beekeepers to collect more honey. This setting makes it relatively easy for a beekeeper to harm the hive or injure bees. The beekeeper should be careful. Many beekeepers use a veil and gloves to protect their faces and hands from stings while working with their hives. Beekeepers also move very slowly when opening the hive and removing and replacing the frames. This is
important because bees release an alert when crushed or use their dwellings. This pheromone encourages their sisters in the hive to sting everything nearby. Beekeepers can mask this pheromone with smoke from a bee smoker, which is essentially a set of cephalopods attached to a refractory can with a nozzle at the top. Smoke also encourages bees to stop working and start
eating honey in case they have to abandon their hive due to fire. This makes it less likely that bees will become anxious or protect themselves while beekeepers work in the hive. A colony of bees can include thousands of workers. To make a lot of honey, these bees need very large food sources, such as orchards, large vegetable farms or other areas of dense, flowering foliage.
But beekeepers, especially those who have very large-scale operations, do not always live close enough to the right food sources to support all bees. Some supplement your bees' natural foods with manmade nectars and purchased pollen. Others employ their bees to farmers who use them to pollinate crops. Without the hired bees, the harvest could not tolerate the necessary
food. This dependence on honey bees for crop pollination is one of the reasons why many people are concerned about a phenomenon known as colony collapse disorder (CCD). Next, we will look at the myths and realities behind CCD. Once you have hive boxes, protective clothing and tools, it's time to choose a place for the hive. Make sure that you comply with all local
regulations on the number and location of hives. Think about your neighbors and direct traffic of bees, addressing the entrance to the hive away from the neighbor's property. The nearby bush or line will encourage bees to fly upwards when leaving the hive, which also reduces the chances of Stings. You want to make sure that your bees have unhindered access to the entrance to
the hive and that you have enough space to work around your hives on all sides. The ideal location will be protected from strong winds and facing south or south to maximize the morning sun. The early sun causes bees to move in the morning to break in the spring. But any place with a pale sun and shade will do. Advertising You'll also want a water flow nearby. Bees feed for
water, which they return to cool the hive and blend with pollen to make a special treatment called bee bread [source: Bee Built]. If you do not have a pond or creek on your property, consider installing a small bird bath or placing a large tray of water with sloping sides. Providing water supply will prevent bees from wandering into a neighbor's property. Now that you have room for
your hive, it's time to buy some bees! There are two main ways to get bees. The first is to buy a pack of bees that costs between $80 and $140 for 10,000 bees plus mother mother [source: PerfectBee]. Packages must be ordered in winter from a local bee supplier and picked up at the end of March. Always buy your bees from a local source to avoid causing your bees the stress of
shipping and to ensure that they are already acclimatized to your locale. You will get them in a shoe-sized cage, as the Queen is divided into her own cell. After smoking the bees to calm them down, open the cage and shake the bees in your hive box. Then place the Queen's cage in the hive without releasing it. The cage is clogged with candy cork that bees will slowly feed on for
several days. During this time, the Queen will broadcast her pheromones, which are crucial to winning acceptance from the hive. Since the Queen is pre-married, she will immediately start laying eggs and the colony will be on her way. The second option is to buy a pre-loaded hive, which is already loaded with active queen, eggs, piling, pollen shops and honey. This type of hive is
called nucleus colony or nuc for short. Nucs run from $120 to $200 and arrive in their own small hive box with five or so frames containing freshly laid eggs, pilo, honey and pollen, active workers and an accepted queen [Source: PerfectBee]. Simply transfer the footage and bees to your hive (don't lose the Queen!) and you're welcome. Most often, bee sellers mark the Queen with a
small paint point that helps the beekeeper identify and find the Queen. Of course, nothing is simple when you are a beginner who works with living things. So the next we will talk about managing the hive and colony, especially disease management. Language is a form of strength. It's much more than just communication. Its use, evolution and application may provide or limit the
strength and status, other forms of influence, they bet physically or mentally. Thus, we need to make great care how we speak the language, and slang is no exception. Exception. such jargon that so many Americans seem to be using without any concern about its scope of importance to different people is small business. And the reason I mention this term is that there is a whole
range of assumptions that many of us consciously and unconsciously make that are unaware of discussions about what is seen as socially responsible behavior. If we were 1,000 ordinary Americans and asked them a few questions, I wonder how they would respond. First instance, how about actually asking people how they set up a small business. And since I am not familiar
with such a national survey, we will take the record and accept that many of them, if not a majority of those surveyed, would essentially equate small businesses with moms and pop establishments - the kind of family business in the neighborhood that many Americans are familiar with, whose childhood has under founded the ubiquitous ubiquity of national chains and big-box
retailers. According to the Small Business Administration (SBA), the reality is that the definition of small business is as opaque as the Beltway policy, which the SBA has struggled in the past half century since its inception. For the federal government and thus most other public and private agencies and entities, it depends on a number of factors, including gross revenue, the
number of employees and the industry in which the company operates. However, the short hand for those of us who have worked in this arena on Capitol Hill is simple: if it had fewer than 500 employees, it was considered a small business. That may be good for the NFIB, the lobbying group that purports to protect Small Business America's interests, but for others who think small
ones shouldn't be based on comparisons with Wal-Mart, but how many fingers and fingers should we count the company's employees. For most Americans, I suspect 499 employees are quite large. In fact, the salary of $1 million or more seems quite large compared to the local hardware store we patronize by growing up or the candy store on the corner. In the same poll proposal,
I would ask respondents which type of business would you expect to be socially responsible: a transnational conglomerate or a local small business? I will climb up and predict that a majority of respondents would think that they would be more likely to be socially responsible – regardless of how individuals chose to define this quality. Here's the final question that's above and
beyond any survey, How do we ensure that all the conversations around promoting small business are actually directed at local micro-enterprises that most of us assume politicians, politicians, politicians and theories relate to? That was a rhetorical question. But I feel compelled to just say that I have to... ... simply say what we mean in the language with rights and transparency
compared to the use of our words to the public will confuse with something else. Otherwise, big business small business advocacy will yield little fruit for social awareness. Consciousness.
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